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1.   General

1.1   This procedure replaces SRP-006-175, Issue 1, and is intended as a supplement to Issues 1, 2, and 3 of SRP-006-150, Installation
Instructions for 1 and 2-fiber UniCam® Connectors. This issue describes how to assemble the field-installable LC UniCam connector intro-
duced in December of 2004. Please consult SRP-006-150 for complete instructions for UniCam installation tools, precautions, and a chapter devoted
to maintenance and testing.

This supplemental procedure is not necessary if your UniCam tool kit includes Issue 4 of SRP-006-150.

1.2   This procedure describes how to install LC UniCam compatible connectors on:

• 900 µm tight-buffered fiber    • Buffer tube Fan-outs    • 1.6 mm and 2.0 mm single-fiber cables    • 2.9 mm single-fiber cables

1.3 Each LC UniCam connector package
contains the parts shown in Figure 2.

Note: Do not remove the dust caps from the connec-
tor until instructed to do so. The dust caps provide
vital protection against damage and contamination.

1.4   Please read through the entire procedure,
and the relevant chapters in SRP-006-150
before starting to assemble a connector. 
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2. Connector Preparation

2.1   The UniCam installation tool is designed to position the fiber into the connector, rotate the cam that aligns the fiber, and
crimp the buffered fiber in place. The tool makes connector assembly easy and accurate. 

Critical Step

2.2   Flip the crimp handle open and rotate the wrench so 
the handle is up (Figure 3).

For installations using the CTS system, rotate the slider to the CTS 
position by pulling the slider handler fully back, and while holding it, 
rotating the slider to the orientation shown in the lower inset of 
Figure 3.

For complete CTS system instructions, refer to SRP-006-150.

2.3 Remove the connector components from the bag. Remove 
and discard the cap from the rear of the connector (Figure 4).

2.4 Examine the connector to make sure it is in the open position. On LC connectors
the cam is in its open position when the central groove on the cam is 90° from the
latch which secures the front dust cap (Figure 5). 

Note: The connector will not fit in the tool unless the wrench handle is up and the
cam is open. 

2.5 If you are using the CTS system, remove the front dust cap from the connector and plug the 
connector into either side of the LC CTS coupler (Figure 6). 

Leave the front dust cap ON if you are not using the CTS system (Figure 7).
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For installations using a CTS system, refer to step 2.6 for instructions on connector placement
in the installation tool. If you are not using a CTS system, skip to step 2.7.

2.6 With the slider in its CTS position, load the coupler and connector as
follows (Figure 8):

1.  Guide the CTS jumper through the arms of the crimp handle and 
plug the CTS jumper into the front of the CTS coupler. Make sure that
the jumper’s connector is secured into the coupler.

2.  Pull back and hold the slider at the the end of its travel.

3.  Insert the CTS coupler and the UniCam connector into the tool and guide the 
UniCam through the wrench until the crimp tube rests on the crimp platform.

4.  Slowly release the slider handle and carefully guide the CTS adapter 
into the slider. The tabs on the CTS adapter should rest against the slider. Do
not attempt to place the CTS adapter tabs within the slider. See the bottom 

image in Figure 8.

Critical Step: The crimp tube must rest on the crimp platform as 
shown in the inset. If the connector does not slide into the tool when 
gently pushed, check to make sure the connector is in the open posi-
tion described in step 2.3, the wrench handle is up, and you are
inserting the connector with its proper side up.

If you are not using a CTS system:

2.7 To place the connector in the installation tool :    

1 Pull back and hold the slider. Insert the connector into the wrench (Figure 9). 

A gentle push should be adequate to insert the connector. Do not attempt to force the
connector into the tool – doing so could damage the connector.

2 Slowly release the slider handle and guide the slider into position on the connector’s front dust
cap (Figure 10). 

Critical Step: The crimp tube must rest on the crimp platform as shown.
If the connector does not slide into the tool when gently pushed, check to make sure 
the connector is in the open position described in step 2.4, the wrench handle is up, 
and you are inserting the connector with its proper side up.
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3.   Fiber Preparation - 900 µm Tight-buffered Fibers

3.1 Slide the 900 µm boot (small end first) and then the trigger down the
fiber until they are out of the way (Figure 11).

3.2 Measure and mark 40 mm from the end of the buffered fiber 
(Figure 12).

3.3 Remove this 40-mm section of the buffer with the 
203 µm No-Nik‚ tool (Figure 13).

3.4 Mark the buffer 7 mm back from the strip point with 
a permanent ink marker  (Figure 14).

Critical Step: This mark must be made on the buffer. It is a visual aid
to indicate when the field fiber contacts the fiber stub.

3.5   Clean the bare fiber with two passes of an alcohol wipe. Do
not touch the bare fiber after cleaning it. Do not remove the 7 mm mark. Proceed to Section 6, Fiber Cleaving.

4.   Fiber Preparation - 1.6 mm, 2.0 mm, and 2.9 mm Single-fiber Cables

4.1 Slide the required boot (segmented end first) and then the
trigger down the cable until they are out of the way(Figure 15).

Note: Take your time and do the next four steps correctly. Excessive
yarn length will have to be trimmed later. Yarn too short may result in
weak strain relief for the connector.

4.2 Measure and mark 40 mm from the end of the cable’s 
outer jacket (Figure 16).

4.3 Strip off the 40-mm section of outer jacket with appropriate
AWG opening of the buffer stripping tool (Figure 17).

Cable Jacket Diameter AWG Size
1.6 mm 18

2.0 mm 16

2.9 mm 14

4.4 Use scissors to trim the aramid yarn flush to the end
of the outer jacket.
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4.5 Measure and mark 11 mm from the end of the outer
jacket (Figure 18).

4.6 Strip off the 11-mm section of outer jacket. You
should have 11 mm of aramid yarn showing.

4.7 Fold the aramid yarn back over the cable jacket and 
slide the crimp ring about 5 mm down the yarn to hold it
out of the way (Figure 19).

4.8 Measure and mark the 900 µm buffer coating 
9 mm from the end of the cable jacket (Figure 20). 

Place an additional mark on the buffer 2 mm from
the  the edge of the jacket.This mark is a visual aid
to indicate when the field fiber contacts the fiber stub.

Critical Step: This mark must be made on the buffer. It is a visual aid to indicate when the field fiber contacts the fiber stub.

4.9 Remove approximately 40 mm of coating to the first
mark with the 203 µm No-Nik tool (Figure 21).

Important: Check the locations of the second mark after 
stripping – it must be 2 mm from the edge of
the jacket. If necessary, work the buffer back
into its original position in the jacket as
follows (Figure 22):

1. Grasp the cable about 60 cm behind
the strip point.

2. Pull the cable until the second mark is 
2 mm from the edge of the jacket.

4.10 Clean the bare fiber with two passes of an alcohol wipe. Do not touch the bare fiber after cleaning. 

Proceed to Section 6, Fiber Cleaving. 
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5. 900 µm OD Fan-out Preparation

5.1 Slide the 900 µm boot (small end first) and then the trigger
down the fiber until they are  out of the way (Figure 23).

5.2 Feed the 250 µm coated fiber through the fan-out tubing until 44 mm of fiber protrudes from the end of the tubing.

5.3 Measure and mark the 250 µm-coated fiber 4 mm from the 
end of the fan-out tube (Figure 24).

5.4 Remove the 250 µm coating to the 4 mm mark with the stripping tool. It is important to leave 4 mm of 250 mm fiber extending
beyond the 900 µm tubing. This allows the fibers to touch before the 900 mm tubing bottoms out inside the connector.

5.6 Mark the fan-out tube 7 mm back from the strip 
point with a permanent marker (Figure 25). 

Critical Step: This mark must be made on the buffer. It is a visual
aid to indicate when the field fiber contacts the fiber stub

5.7 Clean the bare fiber with two passes of an alcohol wipe. Do not touch the bare fiber after cleaning it. Do not remove the 7 mm mark.

6. Fiber Cleaving

Note: This section describes the use of the FBC-012 cleaver supplied with the TKT-UNICAM-ELITE Kit. For complete instructions on using the 
FBC-012, see the Installation Tools section of SRP-006-150. If you are using the FBC-001 cleaver, refer to the FBC-001 instructions in the Installation
Tools section in SRP-006-150. 

If you are using any other cleaver, cleave the fibers to 8.5mm +1.5/-0.5 

Critical Step - The buffer marks must be made on the fiber per the connector instructions.

6.1   Open the door on the single-fiber handler. Verify the handler is clean and free of debris in the fiber groove.

Critical Step - Make  sure that you applied the buffer marks called for in Steps 3.4, 4.8, or 5.6 before moving to the next step.

6.2 Place the fiber into the groove in the handler. 

Critical Step –– Do not drag the bare fiber against the handler. Only coated fiber should contact the
groove in the handler. Bare fiber must not contact the groove.

6.3 Align the fiber in the handler as in shown in the figure appropriate for your
application (Figures 26-28).
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6.4 Gently close the door on the handler. Ensure that at least 1 mm of coated fiber protrudes from the handler.

If there is not at least 1 mm of coated fiber protruding from the handler, open the handler door, remove the fiber, and reload the fiber in
the handler

6.5  Position the handler in the cleaver so that the edge of the fiber coating aligns
with the edge of the left-hand elastomeric pad (Figure 29). The coating
should lightly contact the pad’s edge. No pressure is required.

IMPORTANT: The fiber must be visually aligned with the edge of the elastomeric pad
during this step. Do not simply slide the handler against the stop. Poor cleave quality and
incorrect cleave length will result.

Critical Step — The fiber should lay flat across the fiber pad. 

When cleaving fan-out, align the edge of the 250 µm coating with the 
fiber pad. The fiber coating should not extend onto the pad. Clamping coated fiber
in the pad will result in poor cleave quality and incorrect cleave lengths.

6.6   While carefully holding the handler in position, with the coating butted
against the elastomeric pad, slowly press the cleaver’s handle 
as far as it will go (Figure 30). 

Gently release the handle and remove the handler from the cleaver.

6.7 Use tweezers to remove the scrap fiber end from the cleaver and place it on a
loop of tape kept for that purpose alone.

6.8 Open the door on the handler and remove the cleaved fiber.

7.    Connector Installation

7.1 Press in the release button on the UniCam tool’s fiber index, and place the fiber between the rollers. Make sure the fiber is fully seated
between the rollers (Figures 31 and 32) before removing your finger from the button. 
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7.2 While pulling the fiber through the rollers, insert the fiber into the connector’s
crimp tube until you feel it firmly stop against the connector’s fiber stub. The index
rollers will rotate, allowing the fiber to pull through.

•  Guide the fiber in straight. Do not bend or angle it.

•  If you feel resistance at the entry funnel, pull the fiber back out a 
short distance and re-insert.

Notes: If you have stripped and cleaved the fiber to the correct length, the 
buffer mark should stop within 2 mm of the lead-in tube (Figures 4-33 and 
4-34).

If this mark is not visible, the fiber may have been broken. Remove the connec-
tor, re-strip and recleave the fiber, and begin with a new connector.

For jacketed fibers, the buffer mark must be visible between the lead-in tube 
and the aramid yarn to assure that the fibers butt together. If you don’t see 
the mark, pull the fiber out of the connector, and start over again with new 
cable preparation.

Critical Step: The bow described in step 7.3 is critical. It will ensure the fiber maintains contact with the connector’s stub fiber during the following step.

7.3 For installations on 900 µm fibers- lightly pinch the index rollers on
the fiber and slowly rotate the rollers until a 12 mm (0.5 in.) bow forms in the
fiber between the connector and the index rollers (Figure 35.

Note that you may chose to maintain inward pressure by hand instead of
using the fiber index rollers.

For installation on 1.6, 2.0, and 2.9 mm jacketed cables - lightly pinch the
index rollers on the fiber, and slowly rotate the rollers until the cable jacket
just begins to bow between the connector and the index rollers (Figure 36). 

Note that you may chose to maintain inward pressure by hand instead of using
the fiber index rollers.
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7-4 Rotate the wrench down until it stops (Figure 37). It is normal for the
wrench to rotate beyond 90°.

DO NOT ROTATE THE WRENCH BACK UP.

If you are using the CTS system, the glow from the connector’s cam should
noticeably dim after the wrench is rotated fully down. 

If the glow is not significantly dimmed, rotate the wrench up, remove the
fiber from the connector, and repeat the installation. 

7.5 Carefully flip the crimp handle 180° until it contacts the 
crimp tube. Push down firmly to crimp. The tool cannot over-
crimp the connector (Figure 38).

7.6 Flip the crimp handle back. You should see a flat impression 
in the crimp tube, indicating a proper crimp (Figure 39).

7.7   Remove the fiber from the index rollers by pressing the release
button and lifting it out (Figure 40).

CTS
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7.8 Leave the wrench handle down. 

Pull the slide handle back and remove the connector by lifting it and 
its fiber (900 µm) or jacketed cable straight up and out of the tool 
(Figure 41). 

Do not pull the fibers or cable away from the crimped tube. Handle
the connector only.

7.9 If you are using the CTS system, remove the connector from the
CTS coupler and replace the front dust cap (Figure 42).

1.6 mm, 2.0 mm and 2.9 mm Single-fiber Cables Only:

If you are working on a 900 µm installation, skip to step 7.14.

7.10 Hold the cable and slide the crimp ring back along the cable jacket
to free the aramid yarn. Flare the yarn around the buffered fiber 
(Figure 43). 

The ends of the yarn should just be within 1 mm of the back of the square
cam. If the yarn is too long, trim it now.

7.11 Hold the connector and push the crimp ring over 
the aramid yarn and against the back of the connector’s cam
(Figure 44).
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7.12 Place the connector crimp ring into the opening of the crimp tool
jaws (Figure 45).

7.13 Squeeze the handles shut until they automatically release to crimp
the crimp ring onto the connector. Remove the connector and cable from
the tool.

7.14   Slide the trigger up to the back of the connector (over the crimp ring for jacketed connectors) and latch its arms into the windows on
the housing (Figure 46). 

7.15   While holding the connector by the front dust cap, slide the strain relief boot up the back of the connector and under the trigger
until it it stops (Figure 47).

Note: On jacketed applications, a slight twisting motion may be required to seat the strain relief boot within the trigger.

7.16   The connector is now ready for use. leave the front dust cap on until you are ready to insert the UniCam LC connector into an 
adapter sleeve.
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